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Supreme Court ruled that two upstate New York counties owed

restitution to three tribes of Oneida Indians for the unlawful seizure

of their ancestral lands in the eighteenth century.(A) that two upstate

New York counties owed restitution to three tribes of Oneida

Indians for the unlawful seizure of(B) that two upstate New York

counties owed restitution to three tribes of Oneida Indians because

of their unlawful seizure of(C) two upstate New York counties to

owe restitution to three tribes of Oneida Indians for their unlawful

seizure of(D) on two upstate New York counties that owed

restitution to three tribes of Oneida Indians because they unlawfully

seized(E) on the restitution that two upstate New York counties

owed to three tribes of Oneida Indians for the unlawful seizure of232.

The Commerce Department announced that the economy grew

during the second quarter at a 7.5 percent annual rate, while inflation

eased when it might have been expected for it to rise.(A) it might

have been expected for it to rise(B) it might have been expected to

rise(C) it might have been expected that it should rise(D) its rise

might have been expected(E) there might have been an expectation

it would rise233. According to a study by the Carnegie Foundation

for the Advancement of Teaching, companies in the United States

are providing job training and general education for nearly eight

million people, about equivalent to the enrollment of the nation’s



four-year colleges and universities.(A) equivalent to the enrollment

of(B) the equivalent of those enrolled in(C) equal to those who are

enrolled in(D) as many as the enrollment of(E) as many as are

enrolled in234. In Holland, a larger percentage of the gross national

product is spent on defense of their coasts from rising seas than is

spent on military defense in the United States.(A) In Holland, a

larger percentage of the gross national product is spent on defense of

their coasts from rising seas than is spent on military defense in the

United States.(B) In Holland they spend a larger percentage of their

gross national product on defending their coasts from rising seas

than the United States does on military defense.(C) A larger

percentage of Holland’s gross national product is spent on

defending their coasts from rising seas than the United States spends

on military defense.(D) Holland spends a larger percentage of its

gross national product defending its coasts from rising seas than the

military defense spending of the United States.(E) Holland spends a

larger percentage of its gross national product on defending its coasts

from rising seas than the United States does on military defense.235.

Canadian scientists have calculated that one human being should be

struck every nine years by a meteorite, while each year sixteen

buildings can be expected to sustain damage from such objects.(A)

one human being should be struck every nine years by a

meteorite(B) a human being should be struck by a meteorite once in

every nine years(C) a meteorite will strike one human being once in

every nine years(D) every nine years a human being will be struck by

a meteorite(E) every nine years a human being should be struck by a



meteorite236. Intar, the oldest Hispanic theater company in New

York, has moved away from the Spanish classics and now it draws on

the works both of contemporary Hispanic authors who live abroad

and of those in the United States.(A) now it draws on the works both

of contemporary Hispanic authors who live abroad and of those(B)

now draws on the works of contemporary Hispanic authors, both

those who live abroad and those who live(C) it draws on the works

of contemporary Hispanic authors now, both those living abroad

and who live(D) draws now on the works both of contemporary

Hispanic authors living abroad and who are(E) draws on the works

now of both contemporary Hispanic authors living abroad and

those237. Although schistosomiasis is not often fatal, it is so

debilitating that it has become an economic drain on many

developing countries.(A) it is so debilitating that it has become an

economic(B) it is of such debilitation, it has become an

economical(C) so debilitating is it as to become an economic(D)

such is its debilitation, it becomes an economical(E) there is so much

debilitation that it has become an economical238. In 1982 the

median income for married-couple families with a wage-earning wife

was $9,000 more than a family where the husband only was

employed.(A) a family where the husband only(B) of a family where

only the husband(C) that for families in which only the husband(D)

a family in which only the husband(E) those of families in which the

husband only239. Senator Lasker has proposed legislation requiring

that employers should retain all older workers indefinitely or show

just cause for dismissal.(A) that employers should retain all older



workers(B) that all older workers be retained by employers(C) the

retaining by employers of all older workers(D) employers’

retention of all older workers(E) employers to retain all older

workers240. The extraordinary diary of William Lyon Mackenzie

King, prime minister of Canada for over twenty years, revealed that

this most bland and circumspect of men was a mystic guided in both

public and private life by omens, messages received at séances, and

signs from heaven.(A) that this most bland and circumspect of men

was a mystic guided in both public and(B) that this most bland and

circumspect of men was a mystic and also guided both in public as

well as(C) this most bland and circumspect of men was a mystic and

that he was guided in both public and(D) this most bland and

circumspect of men was a mystic and that he was guided in both

public as well as(E) this most bland and circumspect of men to have

been a mystic and that he guided himself both in public as well as241.

Declining values for farm equipment and land, the collateral against

which farmers borrow to get through the harvest season, is going to

force many lenders to tighten or deny credit this spring.(A) the

collateral against which farmers borrow to get through the harvest

season, is(B) which farmers use as collateral to borrow against to get

through the harvest season, is(C) the collateral which is borrowed

against by farmers to get through the harvest season, is(D) which

farmers use as collateral to borrow against to get through the harvest

season, are(E) the collateral against which farmers borrow to get

through the harvest season, are242. Unlike transplants between

identical twins, whose genetic endowment is the same, all patients



receiving hearts or other organs must take antirejection drugs for the

rest of their lives.(A) Unlike transplants between identical twins,

whose genetic endowment is the same(B) Besides transplants

involving identical twins with the same genetic endowment(C)

Unless the transplant involves identical twins who have the same

genetic endowment(D) Aside from a transplant between identical

twins with the same genetic endowment(E) Other than transplants

between identical twins, whose genetic endowment is the same243.

In one of the most stunning reversals in the history of marketing, the

Coca-Cola company in July 1985 yielded to thousands of irate

consumers demanding that it should bring back the original Coke

formula.(A) demanding that it should(B) demanding it to(C) and

their demand to(D) who demanded that it(E) who demanded it

to244. Recently discovered fossil remains strongly suggest that the

Australian egg-laying mammals of today are a branch of the main

stem of mammalian evolution rather than developing independently

from a common ancestor of mammals more than 220 million years

ago.(A) rather than developing independently from(B) rather than a

type that developed independently from(C) rather than a type whose

development was independent of(D) instead of developing

independently from(E) instead of a development that was

independent of245. Efforts to equalize the funds available to school

districts, a major goal of education reformers and many states in the

1970’s, has not significantly reduced the gaps existing between the

richest and poorest districts.(A) has not significantly reduced the

gaps existing(B) has not been significant in reducing the gap that



exists(C) has not made a significant reduction in the gap that

exists(D) have not significantly reduced the gap that exists(E) have

not been significant in a reduction of the gaps existing246. Most state

constitutions now mandate that the state budget be balanced each

year.(A) mandate that the state budget be balanced(B) mandate the

state budget to be balanced(C) mandate that the state budget will be

balanced(D) have a mandate for a balanced state budget(E) have a

mandate to balance the state budget247. The president of the block

association tried to convince her neighbors they should join forces to

prevent crime in the neighborhood rather than continuing to be

victimized.(A) they should join forces to prevent crime in the

neighborhood rather than continuing to be victimized(B) that they

should join forces to prevent crime in the neighborhood rather than

continue to be victimized(C) about joining forces to prevent crime

in the neighborhood instead of continuing to be victimized(D) for

the joining of forces to prevent crime in the neighborhood rather

than continue to be victimized(E) to join forces to prevent crime in

the neighborhood rather than continuing to be victimized248.

Although he is as gifted as, if not more gifted than, many of his

colleagues, he is extremely modest and his poetry is unpublished.(A)

Although he is as gifted as, if not more gifted than, many of his

colleagues, he is extremely modest and his poetry is unpublished.(B)

Although he is as gifted, if not more gifted, than many of his

colleagues, he is extremely modest and with his poetry remaining

unpublished.(C) Although he is as gifted as, if not more gifted than,

many of his colleagues, he is extremely modest and will not publish



his poetry.(D) Despite his being gifted, if not more gifted than his

colleagues, he is extremely modest and will not publish his poetry.(E)

Being a gifted as, or more gifted than, many of his colleagues, he is

extremely modest and his poetry is unpublished.249. Although the

manager agreed to a more flexible work schedule, he said that it must

be posted on the bulletin board so that both management and labor

will know what everyone is assigned to do.(A) he said that it must be

posted on the bulletin board so that both management and labor will

know what everyone is(B) he said it had to be posted on the bulletin

board so that both management and labor knows what everyone

is(C) he said that they would have to post the assignments on the

bulletin board so that management and labor knew what everyone

was(D) he said that the schedule would have to be posted on the

bulletin board so that both management and labor would know what

everyone was(E) saying that the schedule had to be posted on the

bulletin board so that both management and labor would know what

everyone had been250. With just several quick strokes of the pen, the

monkeys were drawn by the artist, capturing their antics.(A) the

monkeys were drawn by the artist, capturing their antics(B) the artist

sketched the monkeys, capturing their antics(C) the artist captured

the antics of the monkeys, sketching them(D) the artist sketched the

monkeys and also capturing their antics(E) the monkeys and heir

antics were sketched by the artis 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考
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